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Abstract: The paper presents the issue of a knife proof ballistic package. This issue was emphasized since most of modern vests are designed to match the threat posed to them only by firearms. There was observed negligence of protection against melee attacks. There is, thus, a need to develop a research methodology in this matter, because it is a valid and necessary problem in a modern developed society. The aim of this study was to perform a numerical model which simulated the phenomenon of penetration of a ballistic package by an engineering blade. Specification of an engineering blade was taken from standard NIJ Standard-0115.00. Commercial software LS-DYNA was used to carry out the analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The paper presents the issue of a knife proof ballistic package. This issue was emphasized since most of modern vests are designed to match the threat posed to them only by firearms. There was observed negligence of protection against melee attacks. There is, thus, a need to develop a research methodology in this matter, because it is a valid and necessary problem in a modern developed society (Johnson et al., 2012, Horsfall, 2000).

A number of firearms on Polish streets is not so large compared to, for example, the United States. Polish legislation is effectively concerned about a restricting access to firearms for people with inappropriate predispositions. As for the melee weapons, the case is diametrically different. An access to melee weapons is unlimited. Each kitchen has a whole arsenal of objects that can be used as a weapon against the officers of the uniformed services.

The aim of this study was to perform a numerical model which simulates the phenomenon of penetration of a ballistic package by an engineering blade. The engineering blade was taken from standard NIJ Standard-0115.00 (U.S. Department of Justice, 2000). Commercial software LS-DYNA was used to carry out the analysis.

The problem was solved using the method of explicit integration of the equations of motion.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUE

To prepare a numerical model describing penetration of a ballistic package by an engineering blade, dry Aramid fabric has been selected. The specification of the fabric has been taken from manufacturer data ECC. The blade was modeled as a perfectly rigid body, since the plastic effects do not occur on the blade during the impact.

A sample of the ballistic package used to numerical tests was a circle of a diameter of 100mm. The assumed package thickness was equal to 3.5mm, which corresponds to 12 layers of dry aramid fabric ECC Style328. A size of the sample was taken from the standards described above. A number of layers was chosen arbitrarily to recognize opportunities representation of the phenomena and to work out the methodology of FEM model construction.

Blade energy also was taken from the standard quoted above and was determined at about 36J, at a speed of \( V = 166 \text{ m/s} \) (the speed was increased due to numerical reasons — in order to reduce computation time). In the final model, there will be used speed \( V = 6 \text{ m/s} \) with unchanged kinetic energy. Such a speed change should not influence the physics of the phenomenon, because the energy of the object is constant. In addition, the standard specifies only the kinetic energy of the blade, without giving speed.

3. THE NUMERICAL MODEL

In the model, there was mapped dry aramid fabric produced by ECC (ECC Style 328) and made of Kevlar 49. Ariad density of fabric is about 230g/m2. A volume share ratio of Kevlar fibers in the bundle was calculated (based on manufacturer’s material cards) at 30% of bundle volume. Placeholder Young's modulus was determined using the law of mixtures taken from literature for the assumed rate of volume (Jones, 1999).

\[
E_{11} = E_W V_W + E_0 (1 - V_W)
\]

where: \( E_{11} \) — Young module in direction of bundle, \( E_W \) — Young module of Kevlar 49, \( V_W \) — volume ratio, \( E_0 \) — matrix Young module (assumed as equal to zero)

The density of the bundle was reduced and it is 30% of density of Kevlar. The coefficient of friction, which was adopted, was equal to \( \eta = 0.1 \).
Fig. 1 shows a sample of a ballistic package and an engineering blade "S1". The a square outline in the center of the sample is the area of accurate modeling of dry aramid fabric. This area of the fabric has been modeled as a weave of roving bundles. Each roving bundle was modeled as a band of "shell" elements (Fig. 2). Between roving bundles, there were defined contact pairs, as well as between a knife and the bundles of roving. A type of implemented contacts was "CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE". A type of the used material that was used was "003-MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC".

The remaining part of the sample was a coarse model that has been made in the traditional way using membrane elements. The thickness of the coarse area is equal to the thickness of the fabric. The used material model was "059-MAT_COMPOSITE_FAILURE_SHELL_MODEL". This type of material has been used, because during modeling of the dry fabric, there is a need to reduce the Kirchhoff module in the plane of the fabric to a very small value. It results from not transferring the shear in the plane of the fabric through the fabric which is not laminated. At the periphery of the coarse model, there has been removed translational degrees of freedom \( (U_x, U_y, U_z) \).

Fig. 3 shows a section through a ballistic package, it can be observed that the package contains 12 layers stacked on each other. Between the layers, there were defined contact pairs. Each layer has a defined contact with the blade. The geometry of the engineering blade was modeled in an accurate, ideal manner. It means that the dimensions are modeled without deviations, and the blade ends in a point. The blade, to perform the worst case, due to the penetration of a ballistic package, has been placed between the bundles, in the longitudinal and transverse direction of samples.

The maximum time of calculation was set arbitrarily at the moment when the knife blade fully penetrates a ballistic insert.

3.1. Model 1 – Ballistic Package in the Form of Dry Aramid Fabric ECC Style 328 [0\(^\circ\)]

In the first studied model, the layers were arranged in one direction. This method of laying the layers of ballistic packages is widespread. It resulted from process conditions, namely, ease of arrangement. A disadvantage of such a solution is the fact that the working bundles are located in two lanes intersecting at the point of impact of the knife.

This section will also discuss the results obtained from this model.

Fig. 4 shows kinetic energy of the blade. The chart is continuous, no abrupt changes of the kinetic energy descent are observed. It means that the contact model worked properly in the first instant of time. In other words, the contact has been properly established.

During eroding of the elements, successive elements smoothly came into contact with the knife and kept it propped. Energy was dissipated to work against the forces of elasticity of the material of the package and eroding elements.

At \( t = 0.0003s \) kinetic energy of the blade dropped to the level of approximately 12.56J.

Fig. 5 shows a situation when a knife punctured the ballistic package and deformed it. It can be observed that the contacts between each of the bundles, and each bundle with a knife has been established correctly.

Fig. 6 presents a top view after removal of the knife. It can be observed how the fibers on the horizontal direction were spread.
apart to the sides and broken. The same situation occurred in the case of the bundles on the vertical direction.

Fig. 7 shows the equivalent tensile stresses. The maximum values are equal to 3200MPa. It is observed that the area around the blade is loaded evenly.

Fig. 8 shows strain at time \( t = 0.0001 \text{s} \), the maximum strain is 2.3%, after gaining this value the element was eroded.

3.2. Model 2 – Ballistic Package in the Form of Dry Aramid Fabric ECC Style 328 [0° / 45°]

In the second model, the layers are arranged in two main directions: 0° and 45°. This arrangement allows for the inclusion of other areas of the package to work. Owing to this fact, the package runs smoothly. The disadvantage of this approach is a more complicated manufacturing process.

![Fig. 5. Ballistic package punctured by blade in time \( t = 0.0001 \text{s} \)](image5)

![Fig. 6. Ballistic package punctured by blade \( t = 0.0001 \text{s} \) – top view](image6)

![Fig. 7. Equivalent tensile stresses in the ballistic package \( t = 0.0001 \text{s} \) – top view](image7)

![Fig. 8. Plastic strains in ballistic package \( t = 0.0001 \text{s} \) – top view](image8)

![Fig. 9. Isoperimetrical view of engineering blade and ballistic package a) together with the coarse area, b) without coarse area](image9)

![Fig. 10. Kinetic energy of blade in model 2](image10)

Fig. 10 shows kinetic energy of the blade. The chart is continuous, no abrupt changes of the kinetic energy descent are observed. It means that the contact model worked properly in the first instant of time. In other words, the contact has been properly established.

During eroding of the elements, successive elements smoothly came into contact with the knife and kept it propped. Energy was dissipated to work against the forces of elasticity of the material of the package and eroding elements.
At $t = 0.0003s$ kinetic energy of the blade dropped to the level of approximately 12.68J.

Fig. 11. Ballistic package punctured by blade in time $t=0.0001s$

Fig. 4. Ballistic package punctured by blade $t = 0.0001s$ – top view

Fig. 5. Equivalent tensile stress in the ballistic package $t = 0.0001s$ – top view

Fig. 6. Plastic strains in ballistic package $t=0.0001s$ – top view

3.3. Model 3 – Ballistic Package in the Form of dry Aramid Fabric ECC Style 328 [$0^\circ$ / $22.5^\circ$ / $45^\circ$ / $67.5^\circ$]

In model 3, the fabric is arranged in four directions: $0^\circ$, $22.5^\circ$, $45^\circ$ and $67.5^\circ$. Such a structure of a ballistic package makes almost the entire structure work in $360^\circ$. A weakness of this approach is a complex arrangement technology in relation to the classical unidirectional approach.

Fig. 16 shows kinetic energy of the blade. The chart is continuous, no abrupt changes of the kinetic energy descent are observed. It means that the contact model worked properly in the first instant of time. In other words, the contact has been properly established.

During eroding of the elements, successive elements smoothly came into contact with the knife and kept it propped. Energy was dissipated to work against the forces of elasticity of the material of the package and eroding elements.

At $t = 0.0003s$ kinetic energy of the blade dropped to the level of approximately 11.16J.
Fig. 8. Ballistic package punctured by blade in time t=0.0001s

Fig. 9. Ballistic package punctured by blade t = 0.0001s – top view

Fig. 10. Equivalent tensile stresses in the ballistic package t = 0.0001s – top view

Fig. 20. Plastic strains in ballistic package t = 0.0001s – top view

Fig. 21. Summary of kinetic energy of individual models

4. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of three models, in which three ways of layers arrangement of a ballistic package were modeled, there have been drawn the following conclusions:

The largest energy dissipation was obtained in a model in which there was used aramid fabric made of Kevlar 49, the coefficient of friction $\eta = 0.1$ and the orientation of fibers: 0 degrees, 22.5 degrees, 45 degrees and 67.5 degrees.

The presented models show that the lowest energy dissipation is obtained when fabrics were arranged in the same direction (all plies arranged the same).

Maximum energy dissipation is obtained when fabrics are arranged at different angles (model 3). It results from evenly stiffness of the ballistic package around the blade, what causes an evenly strain of the package material.

The coefficient of friction between the bundles of the ballistic package was assumed by the author of the work, due to lack of references in the literature. It means that determination of the coefficient of friction will require laboratory testing. However, controlling the value of the coefficient of friction gives a promising outlook for the future.
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